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NUREG-0700 Revision 3 Comments 
 
1. Referred Guideline Number and Description 
The guideline with the referred comments refers to 1.3.8-8 (Color Contrast). 

 

Figure 1. NUREG-0700 Rev. 3 Guideline 1.3.8-8 under review. 

2. Comment 
Highlighted content shown in Figure 1 above suggests an CIE E distance (i.e., also known as Delta E) of > 
20, as derived from the 1976 CIE Delta E calculation. This guidance has been modified from the 2nd revision 
of NUREG-0700 that suggests a Delta E 1976 of > 100 for color contrast:  

“For adequate legibility, colored symbols should differ from their color background by an E distance (CIE Yu'v') 
of 100 units or more. The E distances (CIE Yu'v') are derived from the 1976 CIE UCS color diagram.” – 
NUREG-0700 Revision 2 

The modification from [Delta E 1976 > 100 units] to [Delta E 1976 > 20 units] for color contrast may 
create color choices that are not legible and readily discriminable against the background as the guideline 
suggests. The following example shows what the difference between a Delta E of 100 versus 20 is, using a 
typical gray colored background (i.e., R = 213, G = 213, B = 213) for a human-system interface (HSI). 

Delta E = 100.841459727634 Units Delta E = 20.0499376557634 Units 
This label has a Delta E 1976 of 100. 

Color used: #C28D91 (R = 194, G = 141, B = 145) 

This label has a Delta E 1976 of 20. 

Color used: #C2DAD9 (R = 193, G = 218, B = 217) 

It should be noted that the corresponding color difference values for each Delta E formula are not 
qualitatively equal. That is, a CIE Delta E 1976 value of 100 units is qualitatively not the same as a CIE 
Delta E 1994 or CIE Delta E 2000 value of 100 units. Thus, any guidance on color contrast using CIE Delta 
E 1994 and CIE Delta E 2000 should be different from guidance given using CIE Delta E 1976. Since there 
is limited literature on the use of these newer formulas for color contrast, an empirical basis is suggested. 
See Section 4 for more details on these notable differences in available colors in a given Delta E band for 
each formula. 
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3. Recommendations 
The following recommendations should be considered in updating NUREG-0700 Rev. 3 1.3.8-8 (Color 
Contrast).  

• At a minimum, guidance provided in NUREG-0700 Rev. 3 1.3.8-8 (Color Contrast) should provide 
the same guidance as NUREG-0700 Rev. 2 1.3.8-8 (Color Contrast) of [Delta E 1976 > 100]. 

• If another color difference formula is used (e.g., CIE Delta E 1994 or CIE Delta 2000), then the 
specific color difference guidance should be updated (see Section 4). Since the relationship between 
each formula is not necessarily linear, an empirical study to justify updated guidance is 
recommended for these formulas regarding color contrast. 

• An alternative measure for legibility may be the use of luminance contrast such as suggesting a 
minimum of ratio between characters and symbols to background of 3:11. Section 5 shows color 
bands for 3:1 to 3.1:1 as an illustration. 

4. Supporting Qualitative Inspection of Delta E 1976, 1994, and 2000 
It should be noted that there have been several notable revisions to the CIE color difference formula (Delta 
E). These revisions include CIE Delta E 1994 and CIE Delta E 2000, respectively. A brief description of 
CIE Delta E 1994 and CIE Delta E 2000 are provided below. 

• CIE Delta E 1994 includes additional weighting factors that account for lightness, chroma, and 
hue values of compared colors and is cited in ANSI/HFES 100-2007 7.2.5.7 (Color Differences) as 
the primary formula to calculate color differences between colors to be discriminated. ANSI/HFES 
100-2007 7.2.5.7 (Color Differences) is analogous to NUREG-0700 (Revs. 2 and 3) 1.3.8-7 (Easily 
Distinguishable Colors) regarding its application. Though, NUREG-0700 1.3.8-7 uses CIE Delta E 
1976 and suggests color differences of 40 units or more. There are no human factors standards with 
guidance on use of CIE Delta E 1994 for color contrast. 

• CIE Delta E 2000 builds on CIE Delta E 1994 to account for inaccuracies in lightness. The 
computation of CIE Delta E 2000 is the most intensive and can be summarized in the following 
link: http://www.brucelindbloom.com/index.html?ColorDifferenceCalcHelp.html. There are no 
explicit human factors standards that refer to the use of CIE Delta E 2000; though, ISO/CIE 11664-
6:2014(E) describes CIE Delta E 2000 as an extension of CIE Delta E 1976 with corrections made 
for variation in lightness, chroma, hue, and chroma-hue interaction. ISO/CIE 11664-6:2014(E) 
specifies that this formula can be used for the specification of color differences between two color 
stimuli perceived as belonging to reflecting or transmitting objects such as displays. 

The following graphs show all available colors within a given color difference band for each Delta E 
formula. The graphs plot each available color in 3-dimensional (RGB) space that range from 0 to 255 per 
channel compared to a typical gray colored background (i.e., R = 213, G = 213, B = 213). All color 
difference calculations were completed in R using the colorscience package (See Appendix A for more 
details). Color difference bands were arbitrarily selected to support qualitative inspection of the graphs and 
reduce overall computation times in R2. The reference gray background used is presented as the graph 
background for literal comparison. These graphs illustrate the qualitative differences in available colors for 
a given Delta E band. 

Per preliminary inspection of the graphs, lower color differences may be more appropriate for CIE Delta E 
1994 and CIE Delta E 2000 compared to CIE Delta E 1976, as shown from the graphs below.  

                                                   
1 Refers to ISO 9241-3(1992) Guideline 5.16 
2 Delta E bands of 1-unit (e.g., 20-21) allowed for a more readable graph and reduced computational demand in R. 
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4.1 Color Difference Band: 20 ≥ x < 21. 
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4.2 Color Difference Band: 40 ≥ x < 41. 
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4.3 Color Difference Band: 100 ≥ x < 101. 
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5. Supporting Qualitative Inspection of Luminance Contrast 
Luminance contrast is a ratio measure, comparing the luminance of the foreground (e.g., character or 
symbol) to the background. A ratio of 1:1 signifies zero contrast whereas 21:1 would signify maximum 
contrast such as a black symbol on a white background. A simplified formula for luminance contrast can 
be defined as: 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 	
𝐿+,- − 𝐿+/0
𝐿+,- + 𝐿+/0

 

In R, luminance contrast was calculated for a given pair of colors using the following function: 
 
Contrast<-function(r1,g1,b1,r2,g2,b2){ 
    r <- r1/255 
    g <- g1/255 
    b <- b1/255 
     
     
    RedComp1 <- ifelse(r <= 0.03928, r/12.92, ((r + 0.055)/1.055)^2.4) 
    NCI_Red1 <- RedComp1 * 0.2126 
    GreenComp1 <- ifelse(g <= 0.03928, g/12.92, ((g + 0.055)/1.055)^2.4) 
    NCI_Green1 <- GreenComp1 * 0.7152     
    BlueComp1 <- ifelse(b <= 0.03928, b/12.92, ((b + 0.055)/1.055)^2.4) 
    NCI_Blue1 <- BlueComp1 * 0.0722     
    lum1 <- NCI_Red1 + NCI_Green1 + NCI_Blue1 
     
    rm(r) 
    rm(g) 
    rm(b) 
     
    r <- r2/255 
    g <- g2/255 
    b <- b2/255 
     
     
    RedComp2 <- ifelse(r <= 0.03928, r/12.92, ((r + 0.055)/1.055)^2.4) 
    NCI_Red2 <- RedComp2 * 0.2126 
    GreenComp2 <- ifelse(g <= 0.03928, g/12.92, ((g + 0.055)/1.055)^2.4) 
    NCI_Green2 <- GreenComp2 * 0.7152     
    BlueComp2 <- ifelse(b <= 0.03928, b/12.92, ((b + 0.055)/1.055)^2.4) 
    NCI_Blue2 <- BlueComp2 * 0.0722     
    lum2 <- NCI_Red2 + NCI_Green2 + NCI_Blue2 
     
    Contrast <- ifelse(lum1 > lum2, (lum1 + 0.05)/(lum2 + 0.05), (lum2 + 0.05)/(lum1 + 0.05)) 
    print(Contrast) 
} 
 

  
The function above expands upon the simplified formula by converting RGB to luminance as described 
in:  

• https://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-WCAG20-20081211/#relativeluminancedef.  
• A constant of .05 is added to the numerator and denominator for the contrast question to account 

for luminance values of 0. 
 
Luminance contrast values between 3:1 to 3.1:1 are provided in the graph below. As seen, luminance 
contrast appears to be more sensitive to removing colors with higher blue and green values (e.g., cyan), 
which might not be necessarily legible. For example, compare the luminance band below to the Delta E 
values of 100 to 101 in Section 4; even Delta E 2000 values of 100 to 101 contain cyan colors. 
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Appendix – A: R Functions for Delta E 1976, 1994, and 2000 
 
Note: These formulas were adopted from the colorscience package.  
deltaE1976 <- function(Lab1, Lab2) { 
    # Based on: Bruce Justin Lindbloom 2013 http:#www.brucelindbloom.com/index.html?ColorCalculator.html 
    delL <- Lab1[1] - Lab2[1] 
    dela <- Lab1[2] - Lab2[2] 
    delb <- Lab1[3] - Lab2[3] 
    sqrt(delL * delL + dela * dela + delb * delb) 
} 
 
deltaE1994 <- function(Lab1, Lab2, textiles = FALSE) { 
    # Based on: Bruce Justin Lindbloom 2013 http:#www.brucelindbloom.com/index.html?ColorCalculator.html 
    k1 <- ifelse((textiles == TRUE), 0.048, 0.045) 
    k2 <- ifelse((textiles == TRUE), 0.014, 0.015) 
    kL <- ifelse((textiles == TRUE), 2, 1) 
    kC <- 1 
    kH <- 1 
    C1 <- sqrt(Lab1[2] * Lab1[2] + Lab1[3] * Lab1[3]) 
    C2 <- sqrt(Lab2[2] * Lab2[2] + Lab2[3] * Lab2[3]) 
    delA <- Lab1[2] - Lab2[2] 
    delB <- Lab1[3] - Lab2[3] 
    delC <- C1 - C2 
    delH2 <- delA * delA + delB * delB - delC * delC 
    delH <- ifelse((delH2 > 0), sqrt(delH2), 0) 
    delL <- Lab1[1] - Lab2[1] 
    sL <- 1 
    sC <- 1 + k1 * C1 
    sH <- 1 + k2 * C1 
    vL <- delL/(kL * sL) 
    vC <- delC/(kC * sC) 
    vH <- delH/(kH * sH) 
    if (textiles == TRUE)  
        return(sqrt(vL * vL + vC * vC + vH * vH)) else return(sqrt(vL * vL + vC * vC + vH * vH)) 
} 
 
deltaE2000 <- function(Lab1, Lab2) { 
    # Based on: Bruce Justin Lindbloom 2013 http:#www.brucelindbloom.com/index.html?ColorCalculator.html 
    kL <- 1 
    kC <- 1 
    kH <- 1 
    lBarPrime <- 0.5 * (Lab1[1] + Lab2[1]) 
    c1 <- sqrt(Lab1[2] * Lab1[2] + Lab1[3] * Lab1[3]) 
    c2 <- sqrt(Lab2[2] * Lab2[2] + Lab2[3] * Lab2[3]) 
    cBar <- 0.5 * (c1 + c2) 
    cBar7 <- cBar^7 
    g <- 0.5 * (1 - sqrt(cBar7/(cBar7 + 6103515625)))  # 6103515625 = 25^7 
    a1Prime <- Lab1[2] * (1 + g) 
    a2Prime <- Lab2[2] * (1 + g) 
    c1Prime <- sqrt(a1Prime * a1Prime + Lab1[3] * Lab1[3]) 
    c2Prime <- sqrt(a2Prime * a2Prime + Lab2[3] * Lab2[3]) 
    cBarPrime <- 0.5 * (c1Prime + c2Prime) 
    h1Prime <- (atan2(Lab1[3], a1Prime) * 180)/pi 
    if (h1Prime < 0)  
        h1Prime <- h1Prime + 360 
    h2Prime <- (atan2(Lab2[3], a2Prime) * 180)/pi 
    if (h2Prime < 0)  
        h2Prime <- h2Prime + 360 
    hBarPrime <- ifelse((abs(h1Prime - h2Prime) > 180), (0.5 * (h1Prime + h2Prime + 360)), (0.5 * (h1Prime + h2Prime))) 
    t <- 1 - 0.17 * cos(pi * (hBarPrime - 30)/180) + 0.24 * cos(pi * (2 * hBarPrime)/180) + 0.32 * cos(pi * (3 * hBarPrime + 
6)/180) - 0.2 * cos(pi * (4 * hBarPrime - 63)/180) 

    if (abs(h2Prime - h1Prime) <= 180)  
        dhPrime <- h2Prime - h1Prime else dhPrime <- ifelse((h2Prime <= h1Prime), (h2Prime - h1Prime + 360), (h2Prime - 
h1Prime - 360)) 

    dLPrime <- Lab2[1] - Lab1[1] 
    dCPrime <- c2Prime - c1Prime 
    dHPrime <- 2 * sqrt(c1Prime * c2Prime) * sin(pi * (0.5 * dhPrime)/180) 
    sL <- 1 + ((0.015 * (lBarPrime - 50) * (lBarPrime - 50))/sqrt(20 + (lBarPrime - 50) * (lBarPrime - 50))) 
    sC <- 1 + 0.045 * cBarPrime 
    sH <- 1 + 0.015 * cBarPrime * t 
    dTheta <- 30 * exp(-((hBarPrime - 275)/25) * ((hBarPrime - 275)/25)) 
    cBarPrime7 <- cBarPrime * cBarPrime * cBarPrime * cBarPrime * cBarPrime * cBarPrime * cBarPrime 
    rC <- sqrt(cBarPrime7/(cBarPrime7 + 6103515625)) 
    rT <- -2 * rC * sin(pi * (2 * dTheta)/180) 
    sqrt((dLPrime/(kL * sL)) * (dLPrime/(kL * sL)) + (dCPrime/(kC * sC)) * (dCPrime/(kC * sC)) + (dHPrime/(kH * sH)) * 
(dHPrime/(kH * sH)) + (dCPrime/(kC * sC)) * (dHPrime/(kH * sH)) * rT) 

} 
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